
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Support the 550 criterion 

 

A European power market designed to deliver a clean future for European citizens 

 

Brussels – 26th June 2017: Thirteen industry leaders and associations have launched today “Make Power 
Clean,” a joint initiative to promote a European electricity market designed to deliver cleaner energy for all. 

The European Union’s electricity market must become more flexible, secure and sustainable to put Europe 
on track for the energy transition. Avoiding that State aid, in the form of capacity mechanisms, end up 
incentivising the most polluting and less flexible power plants is central to meeting this goal. 

The new “Make Power Clean” initiative strongly supports the European Commission’s proposal for a carbon 
eligibility criterion in the Regulation on the Internal Market for Electricity as it is a most needed step in the 
right direction. We call on The Council and European Parliament to endorse the 550g CO2/kWh carbon 
criterion which is critical to the overall consistency and efficiency of EU climate and energy policy.  

Additional aid for higher CO2 emitting power plants should not be extended, given that cleaner supply 
alternatives are available now. This would go against the best interest of European citizens.  

As proposed by the European Commission, making the eligibility for capacity mechanisms conditional to a 
550g CO2/kWh carbon criterion is transparent and in line with the European Investment Bank’s investment 
lending policy. 

The carbon criterion is consistent with Europe’s 2030 decarbonisation goal and supports the effectiveness 
of the EU Emission Trading Scheme (ETS). The ongoing ETS reform is critical to deliver a meaningful carbon 
price signal to drive the switch towards lower carbon power generation. The carbon criterion ensures that 
capacity mechanisms do not contradict the low carbon incentives delivered by the ETS. 

The “Make Power Clean” initiative currently includes thirteen leading companies and associations 
committed to provide solutions to deliver the energy transition and move forward to a low-carbon 
economy.  ENI, ESIA, Eurogas, Gas Natural Fenosa, IBERDROLA, Nordex Acciona, Shell, SNAM, Siemens, Solar 
Power Europe, Statoil, Total and WindEurope join together to  support the 550 criterion. 

You can now find us and join in at www.makepowerclean.eu and follow us on Twitter: @MakePowerClean 

http://makepowerclean.eu/
https://twitter.com/MakePowerClean

